Ford f350 super duty 2008

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Contacted me
immediately about the car I was interested in; unfortunately it had a buyer that day. They were
quick to see if they could assist with any other vehicles in their inventory. I was very pleased
the way that they help me. We did a video chat. They put the car on the left. Looked it all over
inside and outside. Agreed on a price. And I bought it. And I live miles away. The van wasn't
there when i arrived. They said they would go get it and be back in 20min. An hour and forty
minutes later they had not returned and i just left. Chase was the salesman that I talked to and
he was very helpful and knew a lot about the car I was interested in. I was extremely satisfied
with the experience. It was a great experience everything was amazing and I rode off with a
beautiful Fiat If you're looking for a nice car and nice people this is the place to go, Chase and
Jim were both great, and they let my dog in. Very quick response and easy to talk to.
Unfortunately the vehicle sold as i was looking at. So i drove two hours to look at it but it did not
work out. The staff at super sports has been very helpful they are working with me to select a
great truck at this time. Excellent Customer Service. Peter was helpful, knowledgeable, friendly
and straight up. We had the deal done within a few hours, from test drive through financing and
me driving off the lot. He followed up with some answers that took some time to get. They will
have my repeat business and my recommendation to people I know. Flyoyd's Auto Sales Forest
Lake was helpful and responed to my email withing one day. Great experience with with dealer.
We did purchase a truck from him. Thanks for the great service!!! Walked around the lot went
inside the building nobody came to help me so I left and bought a car elsewhere. Very polite
email. The problem is that I live in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. A bit of a drive to see a vehicle in
Ohio. The car I was interested in had a lot of mildew stains on the roof interior, drivers side door
and seat belt. The drivers seat was ripped up. The car smelled like it had water damage. I looked
at another vehicle while there and when he started it it smelled like gasoline was inside or
leaking somewhere. In both instances he kept saying his mechanic had checked out both cars
and given them the okay. We traveled several hours so honesty was important. The car was
exactly what they said. We made a deal, purchased the car and they absolutely followed through
with the minor repair that it needed! Our daughter has a safe dependable car for her college
adventure. This dealership is one of the best. But experience was so good, and went so well, I
made a deal on the spot. I sent a message with a few questions about the vehicle. I got a reply
not answering my questions but instead telling me to come down and test drive the vehicle. I
replied that would bot be an option if they could not even answer my questions. His reply was
the vehicle had sold. Then a couple days later he sent another message asking if i wanted to
come look at the van. I will choose a different dealer for my transaction. Ended up buying a
different truck from this dealer. They were great! Dale really listened to what I was looking for
and Robert showed me several trucks in my price range with my needs. Everyone was very
friendly and professional. When this truck dies, I'll go back to them for the next one. Quick
response. I missed out on the truck, but seems to be a straight forward dealer. The Ford F Super
Duty has had a bit of a rocky time since it started shipping from the Kentucky plant in February
Ford has recalled all the Super Duty trucks with diesel engines: a problem with the temperature
control software presents a danger of tailpipe fires. Fortunately, it's a quick fix. Only the diesel
models are affected; both the V-8 Triton and V gasoline engines are fine. This isn't the first
setback for the F Super Duty: the launch of the redesigned high-performance truck was
originally scheduled for the model year, but a conflict with diesel vendor International Truck
delayed it. The redesign has drawn breathless praise from reviewers and Ford truck fans alike.
A heavier, sturdier frame is incorporated in a paradoxically elegant design, and the '08 Ford F
Super Duty gives an impression of performance as well as power. The engineering of the
interior and suspension are also state-of the art, using some innovative high-tech materials like
composite Quiet Steel. Regular Cab, Crew Cab, and Super Cab extended cab versions are
available for each trim, along with a choice of long bed and short bed configurations. On the
higher-end trims, you'll find a wealth of luxury touches that may remind you more of a fancy
SUV than a powerful workhorse truck: leather seats with power adjust options, burl-wood
dashboard accents, audiophile stereo, and the like. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. Image Not
Available. CarGurus User. Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. Why Use

CarGurus? With this year's increase in output for the PowerStroke turbodiesel V8, robust new
chassis and numerous refinements to the cabin, the Ford F Super Duty is back in competitive
form in the 1-ton pickup class. Do your towing and hauling requirements run toward the
super-size category? We're talking about pulling things like six-horse trailers, foot boats and
travel trailers that resemble rolling luxury condos. If so, then a 1-ton pickup truck is the obvious
tool for the job. Ford's F Super Duty is the company's entry in this draft horse segment, and a
number of major improvements for the model year push this capable beast of burden to the
front of the pack. More robust than even the capable F Super Duty, the F is fit for even more
extreme grunt work thanks to features like the availability of a dual rear-wheel setup commonly
called a "dually" , which greatly improves stability when towing. Although a capable and very
popular workhorse, the outgoing Ford F Super Duty was a dated design compared to the more
recently revamped rivals from GM and Dodge. The Ford's performance lagged behind and the
cabin didn't offer the comfort, storage and luxurious feel that the newer trucks had. For '08,
Ford has revamped the F Super Duty pickup considerably, giving this sales chart superstar
greater work capacity along with a much improved interior. More than just the aggressive,
in-your-face looks, the freshened front end styling brings a functional advantage. The higher
hood, bigger grille and redesigned front bumper all allow more cool air to reach the radiator.
Available behind that grille is a larger PowerStroke diesel engine. It's now at 6. Because these
injectors administer fuel in up to five metered spurts per combustion cycle rather than all at
once, reliability is improved, emissions are reduced and the engine even runs quieter.
Supporting the new engine is a stronger frame. Ford says it's tougher than before, thanks to
new reinforcements and increased use of high-strength steel. There's also a new rear
suspension design; it's said to improve stability during acceleration, braking and cornering. It
should also lower the truck's rear end for easier towing of tall gooseneck or fifth-wheel trailers.
Previously, we lauded Ford's heavy hauler for its work capacity and smooth ride and handling
qualities, but took issue with its back-of-the-pack performance and cold interior ambience. This
year's major improvements, namely the more potent PowerStroke engine and revamped cabin,
go a long way toward putting the Ford F Super Duty back at the top of the class. The SuperCab
has a pair of small rear-opening rear doors, while the Crew Cab has four conventional full-size
doors. SuperCabs and Crew Cabs are available with a short 6. A dual-rear-wheel setup is offered
as well, which allows more weight to be carried in the bed as well as providing greater stability
while towing a heavy trailer. The FX4 provides serious off-road hardware, including skid plates,
heavy-duty shock absorbers, a limited-slip rear axle and a manual-shift transfer case. High-line
Lariats come with features like inch alloy wheels, leather upholstery, power front seats driver
only on Regular Cab and dual-zone automatic climate control. All trims come with a clever
flip-down tailgate step that hides within the tailgate when stowed. Numerous options, such as
reverse park assist, a navigation system, power folding and telescoping mirrors and a rear-seat
DVD entertainment system, are also available. The XLT Sport package includes a monochrome
treatment with color-matched bumpers and grille, foglamps, chrome step bars and privacy
glass. The King Ranch Package provides two-tone paint, inch alloy wheels and fancy leather
seating and trim inspired by a western saddle. Highly recommended for those who tow is the
Tow Command system option, which seamlessly integrates the control of the trailer brakes with
those on the truck. There are three engine choices for the F Super Duty: the standard 5. Antilock
disc brakes are standard, but neither side- nor side-curtain airbags are available.
Power-adjustable pedals are optional on XLT and Lariat models equipped with automatic
transmission , as are rear parking sensors. Though we've driven the new Ford F and come away
impressed, we've yet to sample the Ford F Check back later for specific F commentary. A
rugged, industrial theme marks the revised cabin, and materials quality is improved over the
previous truck. Chrome accents surround the gauges and air vents, while the new center stack
puts controls in easier reach. In crew cabs, folding the rear seats up reveals a flip-out utility tray
that keeps the load floor flat. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.

View Photos. Appraise this car. Base V8 lacking in power when compared to competitor's base
V8s. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Ford F Super Duty one-ton pickup has been redesigned for Under the
skin, a number of major upgrades take place. Ford says the chassis is stronger than before and
now has a new type of coating for improved corrosion resistance. The rear suspension has also
been tweaked to improve ride and handling without compromising capability. The PowerStroke
diesel engine grows from 6. Read more. Write a review See all 77 reviews. Engine problems very
dangerous. Stalling decerating. Does exactly what it was purchased for. Bought my F DRW 6.
Purchased to pull a 38', fifth wheel both on short trips to the lake and longer cross country trips.
Have 2 more trips, 10 more states and about more miles planned this summer and have had no
experiences that would lead me to expect anything different. Rea
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d less. We bought a Ford F and had 55 repairs in less than 5 years, Ford should have taken this
vehicle back under the lemon law and did not, there are thousands of owners who need to be in
on this law suit, look it up online! The was a lemon and Ford needs to admit that, we have been
Ford owners our whole lives but not anymore! Ford really let us down on this one! Worst
vehicle we have ever owned! Spent 7, on repairs to melted down up pipes, it is gutless without
an egr delete which is illegal now to get , it has no power at ALL without one, and you will not
find a mechanic anywhere around to work on it for you, it will leave you stranded, dealerships
will try to rip you off on price to trade in, horrible gas mileage, not a reliable vehicle, recently
totaled ours because the braking system failed, air bags did not deploy, and lost traction
control. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up.

